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ABSTRACT

Let F  be a Clr-CiifFeomorphism of a manifold M  into itself with a saddle periodic 
point p and the property that branches of the stable and unstable manifolds of p 
exhibit a homoclinic tangency. Then Cr-close to F  is an F  such that each non-empty 
relatively open set of the closure of the branch of the unstable manifold of p contains 
homeomorphic copies of all chainable continua. A non-local result is also included to 
illustrate that these chainable continua are quite large in this closure.
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CHAPTER I 

. INTRODUCTION '

Non-HyperboIic Dynamics and Homo clinic Bifurcations

It has been the goal of many studies in dynamical systems to describe the asymp

totic behavior of systems with non-trivial recurrence. Much of the progress toward 

this end has been made in understanding hyperbolicity and has in many ways been 

limited to hyperbolic systems. Hyperbolicity was first introduced by Anosov ([A]) in 

his study of geodesic flows on negatively curved Riemannian manifolds. It was sub

sequently used by Smale to study other systems with non-trivial recurrence, leading 

to the study of Axiom A systems. It was hoped that these types of systems would be 

generic and thus an understanding of hyperbolicity might lead to an understanding 

of a generic system in the following sense. The recurrent sets for Axiom A systems,, 

the hyperbolic basic sets, can be modeled by subshifts of finite type. Also, for a 

hyperbolic system, one can create a global model of the system and furthermore, this 

model persists for systems close to the original.

For non-hyperbolic systems, rarely can one find such a global model. Unfortu

nately, it seems hyperbolicity does not reign in the space of diffeomorphisms, and



so it is important to understand the breakdown of hyperbolicity. For diffeomor- 

phisms of two-dimensional manifolds, this breakdown between hyperbolicity and non- 

hyperbolicity has often been linked to the formation of homoclinic tangencies.

The motivation for this work comes from the study of invariant sets of surface 

diffeomorphisms, specifically, the attractors. In particular, we are interested in the 

topology of these attractors, since attractors give the forward asymptotic behavior of 

certain open sets in the manifold under the diffeomorphism. Much is known about 

the structure of these sets when the system is hyperbolic, but very little is known in 

. the non-hyperbolic setting.

It is well known ([W]) that one-dimensional hyperbolic attractors are everywhere 

locally the product of a Cantor set and an arc. One would suspect that non-hyperbolic 

attractors displaying rich dynamics might in fact lead to rich local topological struc

ture.

In this dissertation, we will show that the topology of certain invariant sets of 

diffeomorphisms exhibiting homoclinic tangencies must in fact be quite complex.

History

For a fixed point p, branches of the unstable and stable manifolds can create 

homoclinic orbits, orbits which are asymptotic to p in both forward and backward
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Figure I. Transverse intersection vs. tangency.

time. These take two forms, transverse homoclinic intersections and homoclinic tan- 

gencies as depicted in Figure I. In this dissertation we are concerned with homoclinic 

tangencies.

Homoclinic orbits were first studied by Poincare ([P]) around 1889 while invest!-
I

gating the restricted 3-body problem. He was suprised by the apparent complexity 

involved in the dynamics when such orbits occur. Transverse homoclinic intersec

tions were subsequently studied by Birkhoff and later by Smale. In 1935, Birkhoff 

([Bi]) showed that a transversal homoclinic intersection is accumulated on by periodic 

orbits, of arbitrarily high periods. Thus, a map displaying a transverse homoclinic 

intersection has an infinite number of periodic orbits. In the 1960’s, Smale ([Sm]) 

proved that a transverse homoclinic orbit is contained in a hyperbolic set. This set 

is a “horseshoe”,. in which the periodic orbits are dense.

Homoclinic tangencies lead to an even more complicated scenario and have been 

studied extensively. In particular, many people have studied the bifurcation process 

in the unfolding of a homo clinic tangency as a parameter evolves. This picture turns 

out to be much more complex than one might expect. For example, it has been
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known for some time that a homoclinic tangency is an accumulation point of other 

homo clinic tangencies. Homoclinic tangencies have shown themselves in many appli

cations as well. They were studied by Cartwright and Littlewood ([CL]) in 1945 while 

considering the bifurcation process for highly non-linear forced Van der Pol equations.

Meanwhile, Gavrilov and Silnikov ([GSl],- [GS2]) showed that there exists a se

quence of saddle node bifurcations occurring arbitrarily close to homoclinic tangency. 

Thus, there are an infinite number of bifurcations occurring in the formation of a 

homociinic tangency.

Newhouse ([Ne]) made perhaps the most startling discoveries about systems ex

hibiting homo clinic tangency. Utilizing the concept of “thick” Cantor sets, he intro

duced the concept of a wild hyperbolic set. This is an invariant set in which tangencies 

persist for small enough perturbations. He then showed that arbitrarily close to a 

locally dissipative diffeomorphism with homo clinic tangency, there exists a diffeomor- 

phism displaying the Newhouse Phenomenon, characterized by the existence of wild 

hyperbolic sets and the property that the diffeomorphism has infinitely many peri

odic sinks. In particular, there are regions in the parameter space where homoclinic 

tangency is persistent (for the extension to parameter space, see [R]). Newhouse also 

found entire intervals of bifurcations in the parameter space.

Recently, Benedicks and Carleson ([BC]) have shown the existence and abundance 

of chaotic, transitive non-hyperbolic one-dimensional attractors near a system with 

homoclinic tangency. In particular, they developed a calculus for 2-dimensional maps
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near 1-dimensional maps for the Henon family:

I — a2 + 1/ 
bx

.Mora and Viana ([MV]) obtained similar results applied to homo clinic bifurcations by 

studying a generic unfolding a quadratic homoclinic tangency through one-parameter 

families of locally dissipative surface diffeomorphisms. Their method was to show 

that these families admit renormalizations which are Henon-Iike and then use an 

extension of the Benedicks-Carleson method applied to these maps. The results have 

been generalized by Wang and Young ([WY]) to obtain checkable conditions on 2- 

dimerisional maps near 1-dimensional maps for these attractors to exist.

Under different assumptions, Palis and Takens ([PT]) have shown the abundance 

of hyperbolicity, leading to the natural question: Of the Newhouse Phenomenon and 

strange attractors, which is generic?

,The above attractors of Benedicks and Carleson have the property that the at

tractor is the closure of the unstable manifold for the periodic point near tangency. 

This has led Barge to study the topology of the closure of the unstable manifold at ho

moclinic tangency. In [B], he has shown that genetically this space is globally an inde

composable continuum; in particular, it contains uncountably many arc-components. 

Still, locally these closures may be the product of a Cantor set and an arc, except

Results
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at finitely many points (as many computer pictures suggest). One would expect that 

the local structure is, in fact, much more complicated.

A result along this line is found in [BD], where Barge and Diamond show that if 

F  is a C'00-diffeomorphism of the plane with a hyperbolic fixed point p for which a 

branch of the unstable manifold, W"(p), has a same-sided quadratic tangency with 

the stable manifold, and if the eigenvalues of DF  at p satisfy a generic non-resonance 

condition, then each non-empty relatively open set of Cl(W+(p)) contains a copy 

of every continuum that can be written as the inverse limit space of a sequence of 

unimodal bonding maps. Thus, “hooks” appear densely in this closure; so that not 

only is the structure not locally a Cantor set of arcs, but it is, in fact, nowhere such 

a thing.

In this dissertation, we will use the terminology that a set which contains a 

homeomorphic copy of each element of a class of continua, W, is universal with 

respect to W , or simply W -universal. Thus the CKW^ijp)) above is everywhere locally 

universal with respect to unimodal continua.

The set of unimodal continua is a large class of continua. In particular, it is 

uncountable ([J]). But the result of [BD] leads to the natural question: How much 

more complicated might these closures be? That is, could they contain even richer 

structure still?

In this dissertation, we show that this is the case if we make a small perturbation 

to our diffeomorphism at homoclinic tangency. The class of unimodal continua is
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contained in a larger class called chainable continua. We show that this closure can 

contain a homeomorphic copy of each element in this class. In particular, we will 

be able to get complicated continua such as pseudoarcs, continua which are nowhere 

homeomorphic to an arc. The main result of this dissertation is stated as follows, 

where C is used to denote the class of chainable continua:

Theorem I. Let F  be a Cr-diffeomorphism of a 2-manifold M  with a locally 

dissipative saddle periodic point p which exhibits a homoclinic tangency. Then, Cr- 

close to F  is a diffeomorphism F  such that a branch of the closure of the unstable 

manifold, Cl(W f(p)), is everywhere locally C-universal.

I f p is a locally non-dissipative saddle, then the result above holds for a branch of 

the stable manifold.

R em ark: For the case where r  =  I, the condition that p be locally dissipative can 

be omitted so as to obtain a slightly stronger result. In general, this is also the case 

when the tangency is of order at least r. It will be noted why this is the case at the 

beginning of Chapter 6 as well as in Remark 4.7.

In order to prove the above theorem, we will need to first prove the following 

result:

Theorem 2. Let F  be a Cr-diffeomorphism of a 2-manifold M  with a locally 

dissipative saddle periodic point p exhibiting a homoclinic tangency. Then, Cr-close 

to F  is a diffeomorphism F  such that it has a saddle periodic point p (of higher period
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thanp) with the closure of a branch of the unstable manifold ofp, Cl(W+(p)), being 

everywhere locally C-universal.

I fp  is a locally non-dissipative saddle, then the result above holds for a branch of 

the stable manifold.

In fact, this new periodic point will have a period which is a multiple of the period 

of p and furthermore, CliW f(p)) C Cl(W+(p)).

As was observed in [K], density results near homoclinic tangencies can be placed 

in further perspective by noting the Palis Conjecture ([PT], Chapter 7, § I, Conjecture 

2), which has been recently shown for C^-approximations in [PS]:

Conjecture I. I f  dim (Hf) =  2, then every Cr-diffeomorphism f  G Diffr(M) 

can be approximated by a diffeomorphism which is either (essentially) hyperbolic or 

exhibits a homoclinic tangency.

If this conjecture is true, then in rthe complement (in Diffr (M)) to the clo

sure of the space of hyperbolic diffeomorphisms, every diffeomorphism can be Cr- 

approximated by those exhibiting the property of the main theorem of this disserta

tion.

Lastly, we will show that the above theorems lead to non-local results. That is, 

though our main theorem says that every non-empty relatively open subset of the 

closure of the unstable manifold contains all chainable continua, one might get the 

impression that we have only introduced tiny “wiggles” into our space. But in fact,

we have:
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Theorem 3. The diffeomorphism F of the conclusion of Theorem I can be con

structed so that for any non-degenerate chainable continuum, X , any arc in W“(p) can 

be approximated, with respect to the Hausdorff metric, by a continuum in Cl(Wf_(p)) 

which is homeomorphic to X . .

Thus, these continua are quite large, and W“(p) itself can be approximated by 

subcontinua homeomorphic to any non-degenerate chainable continuum. In partic

ular, the Cl(W+(p)) is the Hausdorff limit of subcontinua homeomorphic with the 

pseudoarc.

Structure of this Dissertation

This dissertation is organized in the following way. Chapter 2 gives a brief in

troduction to continuum theory and inverse limit spaces. We then prove a theorem 

which allows us to express chainable continua as inverse limit spaces using a finite 

family of smooth bonding maps (Theorem 2.1). This chapter also provides two lem

mas and a theorem (from [Br]) which will be used to decide how two inverse limit 

spaces relate to one another. Chapter 3 gives a brief outline of the proof of Theorem 

2. In Chapter 4, we perform a series of perturbations on a diffeomorphism exhibiting 

a homo clinic tangency. In Chapter 5, we prove that the diffeomorphism obtained in 

Chapter 4 exhibits the properties of the conclusion of Theorem 2. Next, in Chapter 6, 

we use the construction of Theorem 2 to prove the main theorem of this dissertation,
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Theorem I. And lastly, in Chapter 7, we give an application of our main theorem 

which provides for a non-local result.



/

CHAPTER 2

HOMEOMORPHIC INVERSE LIMIT SYSTEMS

. In this chapter, we introduce some definitions and conventions which will be used 

throughout this dissertation. We then turn to describing each chainable continua as 

the inverse limit space of interval maps (Theorem 2.1). Next, we examine conditions 

under which two inverse limit spaces are homeomorphic, state an extremely useful 

result of Brown, and end this chapter with an embedding lemma (Lemma 2.3) and a 

homeomorphism lemma (Lemma 2.4) which will be needed in Chapter 5.

, Continua

A continuum X  is a non-empty compact connected metric space. A chain in X  is 

a non-empty, finite, indexed collection, C =  {Ui, ..., Un}, each Ui open in X , such that 

Ui n  Ly 0 if and only if \i — j\ < I. An e-chain is a chain C with the mesh(C) < e 

(i.e. max{diam(Uj)} < e). A continuum is said to be chainable if it is contained in 

an e-chain for each e.

(

Suppose that is a collection of compact metric spaces and for each i, /j+i :

Xi+i —> Xj is a continuous map, often referred to as a bonding map. The inverse

11
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limit space of (X i, / ^ 1 (or simply, of { / J g J  is

^"oo =  =  {xQ,Xi, ...) |z  G = X i , i >  o j

and has metric d given by

' d te ,2) =  f ; % M  -
i=0

where for each i, d* is a metric for Xi bounded by I. It is well known that if each Xi 

is a continuum, then X 00 is also (see, for example, [Na]). For each i, ^  will denote 

the restriction, to X 00, of the usual projection map from into X i.

In this dissertation, a map is meant to be a continuous transformation. An 

interval map is a map from the unit interval, I  =  [0,1], back into itself. Jolly and 

Rogers- ([JR]) have shown that there are four interval maps such that each chainable 

continuum is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of interval bonding maps, where 

each bonding map is taken to be one of these four maps. Using a result of Jarmk and 

Knichal([JK]), Cook and Ingram ([Cl]) have reduced the number of bonding maps 

to two. We state this result, but add the additional condition that the two maps be 

C'0O-differentiable:

T heorem 2.1. There exist maps /o and f i ,  each C°° and mapping I  to I , such 

that if X  is any chainable continuum, X  is homeomorphic to an inverse limit of 

interval maps, with each map coming from {/o, A } ..

P roof. It is a well known fact that any chainable continuum, X , can be written

as the inverse limit of interval maps([F], [M]).
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We follow closely to [I], giving a brief outline of the proof, while making the 

appropriate changes to achieve the C00-Clilferentiability. The space of all mappings 

of I  into itself is separable so there is a countable sequence of C00-Hiaps, 

such that if /  is a interval map and e > 0, there is an i such that Wfi — / | | 0 < e. 

By an approximation theorem of Brown ([Br], see Theorem 2.2 below), there is a 

subsequence (Zni L 6N such that X  is homeomorphic to the inverse limit space of 

{/, ZniIzeN- The goal is to construct maps /o and / i  so that each Zi above can be 

written as the composition of Zo and Zi-

To that end, denote I x = [§, 1], h  =  [f, f], h  = [^ , ^ ], ... as a sequence of copies 

of I  with Iimsup/„ =  {0}. For each i, let ji > i2 + i and be large enough so that
n—Hx)

Mi < 22̂ “2l2_J_1, where Mj is a bound on the Cl-norm of Zi (the definition of this 

norm is given in Chapter 4). Let Jj =  -^rIi = Ii^ i . Let /o be the homeomorphism of 

I  onto I x given by f 0(x) = Let a : I  -)■ I,/3 : I  -» I, and 7 : /  -» /  be defined 

by a  (a:) =  f,/?(ai) =  4a; for x  E [0, |]  and f3(x) =  I for a; E [ |, 1] and 7(3;) =  0 for 

x  E [0, |]  and '7(3;) =  2a; -  I for a; E [\, I]. Note that Qi(Tj) =  =  (Qfijri)-1

and 71.% =  /o-1- Let Zi be a C00-Bxtension to a map of [0, -1] onto [—f , I +  ]̂ which 

places a “copy”, of a  over I x(that is, f x(x) = -for x  E /1), a “copy” of /3 over I2, 

a “copy” of 7 over I3 and a scaled down “copy” of Zi from Ij+3 into Jj+3 for all i E N.

In order to smoothly connect the function between the Ij intervals, it may be 

necessary for the range to dip below 0 or above I and extend our domain to slightly
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larger than I. This is why we have extended I  by adding the £-terms above. Then 

one can check that /* =  A o (A ° /o)2 o / 0 o (A2 o f$)i+ji+2 Of1O (A ° fo)i+2 o f 0.

Utilizing this fact, we define the sequence {# : Qi G { /0, A}AgN cofinal with fa. 

That is, inductively, for each i, there exist such that fi =  Qj^1+! o ... o Qj .. Then 

the inverse limit of is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of {fi} since the inverse 

limit of cofinal sequences are homeomorphic (See the Corollary 1.7.1 in [I]).

It remains to show that the above functions can be made C°°. Due to the choice 

of Ii and Ji, A is C00-Aat at zero. To see this, first note that:

W
IAIi

(22i_i)i—i  ̂ I
2% < 221i-2i2- l

I
2*-i —>• 0,

as i oo. Secondly, on Ii, the kih derivative of A is bounded above by

^  Mi < I S m  <
IAl IAli 22ji-2i2- l 2%'(—2i2—i—I

as z —> oo. Similarly, between Ii and Ii+1, we place a smooth function whose range 

need not be bigger than [0, )+i], where the upper endpoint is the upper endpoint

of Ji . The ratio of the range to the Tth power of the domain is then bounded above 

by —> O as * —> oo and thus the function A is C00-Aat at 0. Everywhere

else, this function is obviously C00 due to our extensions, as is f 0. Lastly, we rescale 

the functions so that they map I  to I  while maintaining the relationship between A,

/o and /i. □
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Approximation Results

Suppose we have a sequence of maps, {/* : X i -> We now wish to

consider the question: What conditions can we place on a sequence of maps, {# : 

X{ —> so that the inverse limits of the two sequences are homeomorphic?

A powerful result in this direction is an approximation theorem given by Brown in 

[Br] as Theorem 3.

Theorem 2.2. (Brown) Let S  be the inverse limit of [X i, where X i are

compact metric spaces. For i > 2, let K i be a nonempty collection of maps from X i 

into X i-i. Suppose for each i> 2  and e > 0, there is g € Ki such that \\fi — y||o < e. 

Then there is a sequence of gi where gi G Ki and S is homeomorphic to the inverse 

limit of {Xi,gi}%v

This tells us that the above sequence of fi determines a sequence of Cj such that 

as long as Wgi -  /;||o < Q, for each i, then the inverse limit of the two sequences 

are homeomorphic. We now ask the question: What conditions can we place on 

a sequence of maps /; and gi, where the fi and Xi are not fixed, but rather are 

inductively defined along with #  so that their inverse limit spaces are homeomorphic? 

The following two lemmas provide results in this direction, and will be needed in 

Chapter 5.

The first, from Barge and Diamond ([BD]), will be useful in building particular 

spaces as subcontinua of Cl(Wf.(p)). It gives conditions under which one inverse limit 

space can be embedded into another. The second requires slightly stronger conditions
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on the spaces, but gives the conditions under which the spaces are homeomorphic. 

The proofs of these lemmas are identical with the exception that one must prove 

additional requirements of surjectivity and the existence of a continuous inverse for 

the homeomorphism in the second. We therefore use the first lemma to prove most 

of the second. Given a sequence of maps { fn : X n -> -Xn- I }neN> fi,n will denote the 

map fi o ... o f n : X n -> Xi-I for n > i ,  where Ziii =  /*. ..

Lemma 2.3. Let Gn : X n X n^ 1 and gn : Yn ^  Yn^ 1 be sequences of maps of 

compact metric spaces and in : Yn X n a sequence of embeddings. There is a se

quence of positive numbers {/cn}nGN> wMh Kn depending only on i0, ..., in- i, 9i, —■> 9n-i, 

G1, ..., Gn_i, such that if\\G n oin -  in^ o g n\\0 < Kn for n G N, the map ?: Y00 X 00

defined by (%(y))n = \im Gn+ijTl+k °in+k(yn+k) is a well-defined embedding.

P roof. We follow [BD] almost exactly. The proof is included here for complete

ness. Let 71 > 0 be arbitrary, and, for i > 2, let 7i > 0 be small enough so that if 

\x — x'\ < 7i, then \Gjti-i(x) — Gjti-i(x')\ < for all j  such that I <  i  < i — I- We 

will show that if |G n Oin -  in- X o gn\ < 7n for all n G N, then I is well-defined and 

continuous. .

i  is well-defined: Let y_ — (yo, yx, ...) G Y00. For k, I > I,

|Gn+ijn+fc+Z O in+fc+Z (Z/n+fe+O — Gn+l,n+k ° in+k {Un+k) I 

< |G n+i,n+fc+z o in+k+i(yn+k+i) — Gn+ijn+k+i-i ° in+k+i-i{Vn+k+i-i) I 

+  |Gn+i,n+A:+Z-l ° in+k+l-liVn+k+l-l) ~  Gn+i>n+k+l-2 ° in+k+l-2(yn+k+l-2)\

+... +  |Gn+i,n+fc+i o in+k+i(yn+k+i) — Gn+Xjn+k ° in+k(yn+k)\
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I I '
^  /  v 2n+^+J ^  2n+A:'

i=i

Then the sequence {Gn+itn+k} is Cauchy for each n > I, hence convergent, and 

(i{y))n is well-defined. The fact that Gn((i(y))n) = (i(y))n- i  is trivial and hence $ is 

well-defined.

? is continuous: Let e > 0. Let 5' > 0 be chosen so that x , x e  X 00 with \x ^—x N\ < 

5' implies \x — x\ < e. Choose k large enough so that < S1/3, and 5" > 0 so that 

if \yN+k — VN+k\ < S", then

\GN+i,N+k ° iN+k(y) — Gnr+itN+k ° *jv+fc(y)| <  ^ 7 3 .

Lastly, choose 5 > 0 so that if y, y e Y00 with \y_ — y\ < 5, then \yN+k — VN+kl < $"• 

Then \y_ — y\ <  6 implies

\%{y)N ~  Kv) n \ <  I ( « ( ? / ) JV “  GN+l,N+k °  i j V + f c ( l / J V + f c ) |

+  iGjv+l.JV+fc °  i N + k iV N + k )  ~  G ^ + i tN +k  °  ^N+kiVN+k) ]

+  IGw+I.JV+A: ° iN+kiVN+k) ~  ( ^ ) jv |

< 5'/3 +  5'/3 +  5'/3 = 5'

which in turn implies \i(y) -  %(y)\ < e. Thus i is continuous.

Before proving that the map is one-to-one, we prove the following claim:

Claim: Given 5 > 0 and n €.N, there is a sequence vn,k{S) > 0,k = n+1, n + 2 ,..., 

and An =  An(5) > 0 such that:

(i) un!k depends only on 5, in and Gj for j  =  n + 1 ,..., k — 1 and
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(ii) if \Gk°ik—h - i 09k\ < vn, k for all k > n+1, and if m > n+1 and y,y ' E Y tn are 

SUCh that \Gn+1,Tn0^miy) ^n+l,m0*m(y ) I ^  then \9n+l,m(y) 9n+l,m(jj ) I

P ro o f o f Claim: Let An > 0 be small enough so that if \y -  y'\ > 5, then 

\in(y) — in(y')\ > 3An (recall in is an embedding). Let vn,n+i =  An/2. If both 

\Gn+1 o in+1 - i n o gn+i\ < un,n+i and |Gn+i o in+1(y) -  Gn+i o in+i(y')l < An, then

Hn ° 9n+l (y) -  in  °  9n+l (v ')  \ <  Hn ° 9n+l {v) ~  G n+i O Zn+1 (y ) \

+ 1Gn+1 o in+i{y) — Gn+i ° in+i(y')I

+  |Gn+i o in+ l{y ') -  in  °  9n+l(y')\

<  Vn,n+1 +  An +  vn,n+1 <  3An,

so that \gn+i(y) -  9n+i(y')\ < $•

Continuing, for & >  n +  1, choose vn,k small enough so that if \x — x'\ < vnjk, then 

|Gn+i,&-i(%) - Gn +  I , & -  I (%')| < ^ ^ ( n + iy  Now suppose that IGkOik- ^ 1OgkI < 

pn,k for k =  n+1, ...,m and |Gn+i,moim( y ) - Gn+1,moim(y') \ < An for some m > n+ 2 . 

Then,

Hn °  9n+l,m(y) ~  *n ° 5n+l,m (V )| < Hn ° 5n+l,m (y) _  G n+ l O Tn+1 o gn+2,m{y)\

+ |G n+ i O Tn+1 O gn+2,m{y) ~ Gn +1 ° G n+2 ° in+2 ° 9n+3,m(y)\

+  ... +  |G n+i im_ i O im-i O gm{y) — Gn+l,m ° im{y) I 

+  |G n+i jm o im(y) Gn+i,m ° im (y) I
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“I” |^n+l,m ° ^m{y ) Gn+l,m—I ° ° Sm{,y ) I

+  ... +  |(?n+ l,m —I O O Qm (jj ) Zn 0 9 n + l,m (y  ) |

< y  +  Y  +  -  +  +  -  +  i f  < 3An-

Thus |^n+i,m(y) -  9n+i,m{.y')\ < 5 and so the claim is proved.

Continuing the proof of the lemma, let 50 =  I and Ki =  min{7i, ^o,i(^o)}- Choose 

small enough so that if \y — y'\ < S1, then lyi(y) -  9i(y')i < ^o/2. Define K2 =  

min{72, ^0,2(^o), ^1,2(5i)}- Let J2. be small enough so that t f \ y - y '\  < J2, then \g2{y) -  

52(y')I < Ji/2  and |5i,2(y)-5i,2(5')| < <̂ o/4. Define K3 =  min{73, ^ (^ o ) ,  ^1,3(^1), ^2,s ^ )} -  

More generally, define Kk+i =  min{7/c+i , Uq̂ +i (Jo),--, (Jfc)}, with Kk small enough .

so that if \y -  y'\ < Kk, then \gijk(y) -  5(,fc(%/)| < for all I < I < Jfc.

1 is one-to-one: Suppose z(y) =  i(y). If there is n such that yn ^ y rn. Choose 

m  large enough so that \yn -  y'n\ > and I > m  large enough so that |Gm+i,/ 0 

ii(yi) -  Gm+!,; 0 Zz(^)I < Xm = Am(Jm) of the claim. Then \gm+i,i{yi) -  5m+i,iW)| <

Jm, from which it follows that |5n+i,m5m+i,z(5z) -  5n+i,m5m+i;z(5;)l < That is

|5n -  y'n\ < a contradiction. Thus, ? is one-to-one.

Lastly, note that since 7fc < Kk, % is well-defined and continuous. □

Lemma 2.4. Let f n : X n X n- i  and gn : Yn =>■ Yn- i  be sequences of maps of 

compact metric spaces and hn : Yn X n a sequence of homeomorphisms. There 

is a sequence of positive numbers {en}n6^, with en depending only on ho, ..., hn_i,

51,..., 9n—ij / 1 , fn -1, such that if Wfn O Zin -  Zin-I 0 5n||o < €n for n G N, the map
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3 : Yo0-* ^ 00 defined by (j(y))n =  Hm f n+i,n+k ° hn+k(yn+k) is a well-defined homeo-k-*oo

morphism.

P roof. We note that j  is well-defined, continuous and one-to-one by Lemma 2.3 

above. Continuing as in the proof of that lemma:

7 is onto: Suppose x  =  (x0,x u ...) 6 X 00. Let y be defined by yk =  Iim gk+i>n o— n—>oo

h~1{xn). Fix a k and n > I and let 8 be such that \y — y\ < 8  implies \hk+rn(y) — 

'hk+m{y)\ < TVi+fc) where ^  is as in the proof of Lemma 2.3. Choose Z > I so that 

Ito to+i,fc+n+z ° hk+n+i (̂ fc+n+z) I < Then,

| t o  — f k + l ,k + n  °  /̂5+71 ( to + n )I ~  |/fc+ljfe+n+Z(^fc+n+z) — fk + l ,k + n  °  h k+ n ( y k+n)\

^  l/fc+ljfc+n+zĈ -fc+n+z) /fc+ljfc+n ° hk+n O to+n+l,A:+n+Z ° Âi+n+Z (to+ra+z) | .

“b |/fc+l,fc+n ° hfc+n ° to+n.+l,A:+n+Z ° f̂c+n+Z (̂ fc+n+z) ~  fk+ l,k+n °  hfc+n(to+n)|

2^+n
z'

Thus, zr* =  Iim f k+i,n ° hn(yn) and therefore j  is onto.m-Kx)

r 1 is continuous: This follows from the fact that h is  a continuous, one-to-one, 

and onto map from a compact space to a Hausdorff space, and thus has a continuous 

inverse. ■ - D

R em ark  2.5: Lemma 2.4 is really just a rephrasing of Theorem 2.2. As such an 

alternate proof of Lemma 2.4 is to note that there exists (depending only on previous 

choices of maps) such inverse limit of {Xi,  is homeomorphic to that of [ Xi, hj_io 

9i ° ^i-1LeN by Theorem 2.2. But the latter is cofinal with the inverse limit of



[Yi, QiOHi1OhijieH = {Yh QiheN and thus they are homeomorphic. For our purposes,

however, it is convenient to include this lemma as our maps and spaces will be defined 

inductively and thus it is difficult to cite Theorem 2.2 directly.
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CHAPTER 3

OUTLINE OF THE PROOF OF THEOREM 2

We now describe the idea behind the proof of Theorem 2 which will be done in 

detail in subsequent chapters.

Key to this proof is the use of Lemma 2.3 which allows us to view inverse limits 

on intervals as intersections. To see this, consider the inverse limit system determined 

by the sequence If we think of thickening up each of the intervals of domain

to boxes, Bi, with the interval being the left edge of the box, these functions induce 

maps on boxes which mimic in the sense that the projection to the left edge agrees 

with the original function. In particular, the following diagram /^.-commutes (for Ki 

from the lemma) if the thickness of the boxes is chosen small enough:

tA . Gi Gg . G;

A A

with the graph of / i  pictured in Figure 2 to illustrate the induced map G\.

But since each Gi is an embedding, the inverse limit space of is homeo-

morphic to DieN Gi(Bi). Thus Lemma 2.3 allows us to view the inverse limit of the
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Figure 2. The graph of / i  of the commuting diagram above.

/ i ’s as embedded in this intersection. We will use this technique of constructing boxes 

to build continua in the closure of the unstable manifold of Theorem 2:

In Chapter 4, we begin with a C^-diffeomorphism, F, exhibiting a homoclinic 

tangency. All of our initial perturbations are geared toward constructing a linearized 

neighborhood and toward the crucial step of creating a new periodic point which 

exhibits an r-th order tangency between a branch of its unstable and stable manifolds. 

In a linearized neighborhood of this new periodic point we can make the stable and 

unstable manifolds the rr-axis and y-axis, respectively. We find a point of tangency 

on the %-axis, q = (qx, 0), and a neighborhood V  in which we can express the segment 

of the unstable manifold above the stable as the graph o f y = ( x  — qx)r+1 as in Figure 

3. '

We intend to modify this segment of the unstable manifold lying in V. Since 

our perturbations must be small up to order r, it is important that the tangency has 

been changed to one of order r. The fact that the unstable manifold will be coming 

into the stable Cr-Aat is what allows us to modify the unstable manifold as we desire 

while affecting the Cr-norm very little. In Chapter 4, we describe the modificaiton 

and go into detail as to how to perform the perturbations to achieve the desired
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Figure 3. The linearized neighborhood of the new point of tangency.

zV

Figure 4. Approximating intervals with graphs of / 0.

modification. The process is to consider the maps of Theorem 2.1 which generate 

all chainable continua. We intend to place scaled graphs of these two maps into the 

segment of the unstable manifold above. We place an infinite number of “copies” of 

the graphs of each of these two maps with the ratio of their placement (as well as 

the ratio of the heights to widths) of each such that the graphs of each map, under 

the linearization of F, are densely mapped up the unstable manifold in the linearized
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neighborhood. That is, for any interval on the y-axis in the linearized neighborhood, 

a graph of either function can be made to approximate this interval (see Figure 4).

Q —  ( 9 $  1 0 )

Figure 5. Thickening intervals to induce maps on Wi.

For any chainable continuum X , X  is homeomorphic to an inverse limit space with 

bonding maps,./*, chosen from {/0, /1}. Thus if W is an open set which intersects the 

closure of the unstable manifold, we intend to show we can embed this inverse limit 

space in this intersection. We do this by finding a box Wo =  [0, % [ao, &o] in. the

linearized neighborhood so that Wq has the y-axis as the left edge as in Figure 5 and 

so that Wo is eventually mapped into W under our diffeomorphism. Then, we can 

place a scaled graph of /1 in W0, since /1 is one of the two maps whose graph is placed 

in the unstable.manifold above. Then, we can find an interval on the y-axis [%, Z>i] so 

that this interval is mapped by our diffeomorphism to that segment of the unstable 

manifold which is the graph of / x. Then, there is a % so that Wi =  [0,771] x [ax,6i]
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embeds into Wq . Furthermore, there is an induced map from [ai, &i] to [a0, b0] which 

closely mimics f i  and Kq commutes with the map from Wi to Wq under the appropriate 

inclusion mappings, where Kq is from Lemma 2.3.

Continuing in this way, we get a sequence of embeddings from Wi+i . into Wj 

and maps from [oj+i^j+x] to [a*, 6*] mimicking fi which Ki commutes.. Thus, the 

inverse limit space determined by the fi sequence is embedded in W0 by Lemma 

2.3. Furthermore, the Hausdorff distance of this inverse limit space to the unstable 

manifold is shown to go to zero. Under the diffeomorphism it is then mapped into the 

intersection of W with the closure of the unstable manifold. Thus, the intersection of 

W with the closure of the unstable manifold is C-universal. Since W was arbitrary, 

the closure of the unstable manifold is everywhere locally C-universal.
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CHAPTER .4

PERTURBATIONS FOR Cr-DlFFEOMORPHISMS 
EXHIBITING HOMOCLINIC TANGENCYr

We will consider an arbitrary Cr-diffeomorphism F  exhibiting a homoclinic tan- 

gency. In what follows, we will assume a saddle point p exhibiting the tangency is 

a fixed point of F  (that is, F(p) =  p), noting that we may simply replace F  by F p 

for p of period P. We will also use the convention that a Cr-perturbation is taken 

to mean an arbitrarily small Cr-perturbation. In this chapter, we perform a series of

Cr-perturbations on F  to obtain a new Cr-diffeomorphism which will be shown (see
1 /

Chapter 5) to exhibit the properties in the conclusion of Theorem 2.

We begin this chapter by introducing some preliminary definitions and making 

some initial adjustments to a Cr-diffeomorphism having a saddle fixed point and, 

later, add in the condition that it exhibits a homo clinic tangency.

Preliminaries

. Let /  : [/ G R -> R a Cr-diffeomorphism. We will use d* to mean the fc-th deriva

tive with respect to x  or sometimes simply dk when the independent variable is under

stood. The Cr-norm of f  will be taken to be sup {\dkf(x)\} . For G : U" C R2 —>•
x£U,Q<k<r

R, we take the Cr-norm of G to be ||G ||r =  sup < max
(x,y)£Ufl<k<r { i + J - k

Lastly for F  : C7 G R2 -> R2, we take the Cr-norm of F  =  (F11, F12) to be maxdlEiHr, IIjF2IIr)

OxiSyi
G{x,y)
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D efinition 4.1. (Definition 2.1 in [GG]) Let X  and Y  be smooth manifolds, and 

p in X . Suppose f , g : X - + Y  are smooth maps with f(p) = q = g{p)-

(i) /  has first order contact with ^ at p if (df)p =  (dg)p as mappings of TpX  -» TqY.

(ii) /  has k-th order contact with # at p (for fc € N, A: > I) if [df) : T X  -4- T Y  

has {k — I)-st order contact with (dg) at every point in TpX . We write this as 

■ f  ~k 9 B&P-

D efinition 4.2. A Cr diffeomorphism F  of a closed 2-dimensional manifold with 

saddle periodic point p of period n is said to exhibit a homoclinic tangency if a branch 

of the stable manifold, (p), meets a branch of the unstable manifold, W“(p), at a 

point q different from p and if there exists a neighborhood V  of q and C1-Immersions 

is and iu of (a, b) into V, such that

(i) is((a, b)) = r,(g) and iu((a, b)) = Fu(q),

(ii) is(q) — q = iu(q) for some g 6 R and

(iii) is has first order contact with iu at q.

where F3 is the arc-component of q in W+(p) D V  and Fu is the arc-component of q 

in W+(p) D V.

If is ~ k iu at q for Cfc-immersions is and iu, k < r, then F  is said to exhibit a 

k-th order tangency.

The following lemma will be useful in that it will allow us to view homoclinic 

tangencies in terms of normal forms (See the section on normal forms below).
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Lemma 4.3. (Lemma 2.2 and Corollary 2.3 in (GGJ) Let V  be an open subset of 

Rn containing q. Let f ,g  : V  —» Rm be smooth mappings. Then f  and g have k-th 

order contact at q if and only if the Taylor series expansions of f  and g agree up to 

(and including) order k are identical at q.

Initial Perturbations and Coordinate Changes

Let F  be a Cr-Cliffeomorphism of a 2-dimensional manifold M  and let p be a 

saddle fixed point with the eigenvalues of D F  being a and p, O < |cr| < I < \/jl\. 

Then, we have the following definitions.

D efinition 4.4. The saddle exponent ofp  is defined to be the number p(p, F) =  

“ iogjfj • Wb call p a p-shrinking saddle, where p — p(p, F). If p is greater than some 

k, then p is also said to be at least k-shrinking. If p > I (i.e. |<rp| < I), p is said to 

be a locally dissipative saddle.

D efinition 4.5. A saddle p is called non-resonant if p is irrational, that is, if for 

any pair of integers n  and to both not equal to zero, the number anpm is different 

from one.

For F  G Diffr (Af) as above, we apply a Cr-perturbation to make F  a C00 diffeo- 

morphism. If \.ap\ > I, we replace F  by F1”1. Theorem 2 will then hold for the stable 

manifold instead of the unstable. Also, we may Cr-perturb if F  is resonant. Thus we 

are left with a Cop, locally dissipative, non-resonant diffeomorphism. By the Stern

berg linearization theorem ([St]), the new F  is Cr-Iinearizable in a neighborhood U of
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p and we. may choose coordinates so that inside 27, the stable and unstable manifolds 

coincide with the z-axis and y-axis, respectively. That is,

F\u{x,y) =  (<rz, A^-

In this dissertation, we assume that 0 < cr < I < yii, though the condition that the 

eigenvalues are positive is certainly not necessary.

Normal Forms at a Point of Tangency

For an F  as above with p exhibiting homoclinic tangency, we intend to (T-perturb 

F  so as to obtain a C^-diffeomorphism having the desired properties of Theorem^. 

Here we describe normal forms for F n in a neighborhood of a point of fc-th order 

tangency in the linearized neighborhood 27. Since all of our modifications will take 

place in the linearized neighborhood 27, we will assume we are working in R2.

Figure 6. The linearized neighborhood 27.
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In order to make calculations easier, we will assume that a point of k-th order 

tangency between (p) and is at 5 =  (1,0) E U and for some N, F - N(q) =

q=  (0,1) G U (see Figure 6). We will also assume without loss of generality that, as 

in the figure, the directions of W u(p) and W s (p) agree at the point of tangency. Let 

V ,V  G U be neighborhoods of q and q, respectively, so that F =  F n (V n { y  — axis}) 

is the first arc-connected component of W u(p)) in V. Define new coordinates inside 

V  as (x,y) =  (I -  x,y): Then F is the graph of y = Cxk+1 +  o(xk+1), C f  0 (See 

Lemma 4.3).

Define new coordinates inside V  as (x,y) = (x,y  — I). Then V  and V  can be 

rescaled so that the map F N\y : (x,y) (x,y) can be written as:

R em ark  4.6: Lastly, we note that we may Cfc-perturb so that C ,r  > 0  and Lfi(0, y) — 

R 2(O1 y) =  0 in V". It will be assumed that this perturbation has been performed 

whenever k — r, but not otherwise. When r is an odd number, the condition that

We can again take coordinates (x,y) =  and then FljvJv : (5, y) H- (x, y)

has the normal form:

y )  \ y k+i + B x  + H2(x,y)
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C  be positive forces the tangency to be same-sided. Such a perturbation of C would 

look much the same as the perturbation in Figure 7 below.

Creating a Same-Sided Quadratic Tangency

It is necessary for our calculations to make the homoclinic tangency of the above 

F  6 Diffr (M) into one of order exactly r. The next two sections perform the per

turbations necessary to achieve this end. The creation of a r-th order tangency from 

a k-th. order tangency for & < r  has been done by Kaloshin ([K]). That, technique 

will be discussed in the next section. In order to apply it, however, we must first 

CF-perturb our k-ih. order tangency above to a same-sided quadratic tangency. The 

ability to do this falls into two cases:

Case I: k > I. Assume our diffeomorphism has a ft-th order tangency -for 

k > I. Then, the local component of the unstable manifold near <?, F, is the graph of 

y = C xk+1 +  o(5fc+1), C V  0. We add a small ex2 term with e > 0, so as to make this 

tangency same-sided (see Figure 7).

Figure 7. Changing higher order C < 0 to lower order e > 0.

Case 2: fc =  I and r > I. A similar argument to what follows appears in [PT], 

Chapter 3, §1, to show that generic unfoldings of tangencies produce more tangencies.
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There, however, the authors are not concerned with the question of the side on which 

the tangency occurs. Here we argue that it can be chosen to occur on either side.

Suppose again that T is the graph oft/ =  Cx2+o(x2) for C <0. Consider a generic 

unfolding of this tangency by adding a e > 0 term to the second coordinate of the 

normal form small enough so that the local component of the unstable manifold, F", 

crosses the stable manifold twice and is of the “parabolic” form y = e + Cx2 + o(x2). 

Then there are two topological pictures (depending on the sign of 7 in the normal form 

of the last section) for how the local component of the stable manifold, T® must cross 

the unstable near q. First, we will assume it is as in Figure 8(a), which corresponds 

to 7 > 0.

Figure 8. Two scenarios for unfolding a different-sided tangency.

For a fixed e0, let J  be large enough so that that F^^(F^) and 1% intersect at 

four points. As e approaches zero, the shape of F~J(Tse) persists since this “parabola” 

depends Cr on e. For that same J, there exist two values, e* and 62, with FeTj (Fgi)
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tangent to r “ (for i — 1,2) such that the tangencies occur on different sides of 

r “ , respectively. Two examples of these tangencies are given in Figure 9. Figure 

9(a) and Figure 9(b) show these tangencies when Fw (Ff) is “shrinking” at a faster 

rate than F f. Figure 9(c) and Figure 9(d) show these tangencies when the opposite 

occurs.Other scenarios are possible, including entire intervals of tangency in the pa

rameter Spacej but eventually a tangency must present itself on the other side due to 

the Cfr-Continuity of the transition. We, of course, choose among G1 and eg, the one 

which causes a same-sided tangency of the unstable manifold with the x  — axis in the 

linearized neighborhood.

This argument can be modified for the case where the relative positions of Ff 

and Ff are as in Figure 8(b), which corresponds to 7 < O in the normal form of the 

last section. Only, in this case, it is even simpler since as e approaches zero, Ff must 

pull through FfeTjr(Ff) as in Figure 10. This is because F1eTj (Ff) is not affected on the 

positive side of the stable manifold by changes in e. That is, as e approaches zero, 

F1eTj (Ff) persists in its crossing of the original F“ .

Constructing an r-th Order Tangency

Here we outline the technique of Kaloshin in the creation of a r-th order tangency 

from a &-th order tangency for k < r. This process is quite involved, so below we 

merely give a brief outline of the steps involved. These steps are carried out in detail, 

however, in [K]. We simply note that the initial conditions of his process are met by
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Figure 9. Creation of tangencies on either side (I).

Figure 10. Creation of tangencies on either side (II).
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the perturbations in the beginning of this chapter, the fact that our diffeomorphism 

is locally dissipative at p as well as the fact that our tangency is same-sided. 

R em ark  4.7: We note that we may skip this section for the case where r  =  I since 

the tangency is already of order C1 by assumption. The condition that our diffeo

morphism be locally dissipative at p will not be needed since we will not be applying 

the following technique in this case, which requires such a condition. This is of course 

true in general; that is, we may omit this step and the locally dissipative condition if 

the tangency is of order r already.

It should be noted that in actuality, the new tangency of order r, will not be a 

tangency of the branches of the unstable and stable manifolds for the original fixed 

point p above. This is the reason for the statement of Theorem 2, that a new periodic 

point exists with the property of the result. We therefore include this outline to give 

the reader some idea of where this new tangency occurs in relation to the old one. It 

will also be necessary in proving the main result of this dissertation in Chapter 6 to 

understand how this new tangency is formed.

Kaloshin’s technique relies on the normal forms of the diffeomorphism near a 

point of tangency in the linearized neighborhood. Let q and q be as above with 

F n (q) =  q for some N. Also, let V  and V, the neighborhoods of q and q, respectively, 

be as defined above. In V, one can place a sequence of rectangles Tn centered at 

(I ljITn) so that F n(Tn) C Lr as in Figure 11. Tn can be chosen precisely (see [K]) so 

that F n+N(Tn) forms a curvilinear rectangle in V. Moreover, as long as p is locally
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dissipative, Tn and F n+N{Tn) form a horseshoe which has two periodic saddles of 

period n + N. Let pn be the saddle with positive eigenvalues.

We are now ready to outline Kaloshin’s technique in three steps. The first step 

is a technical lemma, though the last two afford some pictures which hint at the 

technique. Again, these calculations are quite involved, and the reader is referred to 

[K] for detailed analysis.

■The first step. From the existence of a homoclinic tangency of a locally dissipative 

saddle, one deduces the existence (after a ^-perturbation) of a homoclinic tangency 

of an at least ^-shrinking saddle (see Definition 4.4 above), k >  r. This result follows 

from the following lemma and corollary.

q-

Figure 11. Neighborhood of tangency in U.
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Lemma 4.8. {Lemma I in [KJ) For k > 1, consider a generic {k +  I) -parameter 

unfolding of a k-th order homoclinic tangency:

{/j,(n) — (/Z0(n), . . . , M n ) ) } n e N  such that K n) tends to O as n oo and a sequence 

. of 'change of variables Rn : Tn [-2,2] x [-2,2] such that the sequence of maps:. 

[Rn o o Rn1] converges to the !-dimensional map

in. the Cr-topology for every r.

Corollary 4.9. {Corollary 2.4 in [KJ). For k - I 1M q = —2, and Mi = 0, by a 

Cr-perturbation of a Cca-diffeomorphism F exhibiting a quadratic (Cx) tangency, one 

can create a Cco-diffeomorphism F with a periodic saddle p exhibiting a homoclinic 

tangency and the eigenvalues of D F m \p are close to 4 and +0, respectively.

Here, 4 and 0 are the eigenvalues associated with the fixed point (2,2) of {x, y) H- 

{ŷ  y2 — 2). The fact that we "can perturb to a diffeomorphism which exhibits homo

clinic tangency is shown in § 6.3 of [PT]. Thus the saddle exponent can be made as 

large as desired, so F  is at least ^-shrinking.

The second step. From the existence of a homo clinic tangency of an at least k- 

shrinking saddle, one creates a &-fioor tower after a ^-perturbation. Before proving 

this claim, we include the following definition.

For an arbitrary set of real numbers (Mi) lL 0, there exists a sequence of parameters
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D efinition 4.10. (Definition 4 in [K]) A k-floor tower consists of k saddle peri

odic points p i, ---,Pr(of different periods) such that Wfcc(pi) is tangent to Wioc{pi+i) 

for % = I , ..., A: -  I, and Wgc(p*) intersects W/oc(pi) transversally (Figure 12).

Figure 12. A 3-floor tower.

We describe the creation of the desired fc-floor tower for the above saddle pictori- 

ally, so that we may give the reader an idea of where it occurs. Consider the rectangles 

Tn above. One can choose a subsequence Tni so that Tni+1 and F 71̂ n (Tth) intersect in 

a horseshoe-like way. Figure 13 shows this scenario. Also included in this figure are 

pieces of branches of the stable and unstable manifolds for the saddle point pT of the 

horseshoes H ^L 0O F {ni+N)j(Tni) as well as those forpi+1. Furthermore, detailed anal

ysis shows that as long as the diffeomorphism is at least ^-shrinking, we can choose 

these Tni so that F ni+N(Tni) barely clears Tni+1 in its crossing for i = l , . . . ,k  -  I. 

Thus, the branch of the unstable manifold of pT crossing the branch of the stable
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manifold of pj+1 can be Cr-Perturbed to obtain a tangency and so the Mloor tower 

can be formed.

The third step. From the existence of a (fc +  l)-floor tower, one shows that a Cr- 

perturbation can make a fc-th order homoclinic tangency. This step is done inductively 

. and has two different topological pictures: one for k being odd, and another for k 

being even. Suppose one has a (fc +  l)-floor tower. It is desired to construct a 1-st 

order tangency of W u{pk) and W s(pi). One does this by perturbing W u(pk) so that 

a piece of it, 70, “falls below” the stable manifold of p^+i as in Figure 14. Then this 

piece will follow W u(pk+i) under iterations to its transversal crossing with Ws(pi). 

The perturbation can then be adjusted so that this piece is tangent to Ws(pi).

One can now ignore the (k +  l)-st floor in the tower and consider the new Mfloor 

structure. We will refer to this structure as a k-floor quadratic tower to emphasize 

that it differs from the normal towers in that W u (pk) does not intersect W s (pi) 

transversally, but rather in a quadratic heteroclinic tangency.

Figure 13. Forming of tower structure.
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Figure 14. Creating tangency of W u(jpk) with W u{pi).

One now proceeds inductively using the following result. Suppose there are three 

periodic points pi,P2 and % (pa possibly the same point as pi) such that W u(pi) 

has a, (k — I)-st order tangency with W s(P2) and so that W u(p2) has a tangency 

with Ws(Ps). We will see that a small perturbation creates a k-th order tangency of 

W u(pi) with Ws(p3). Figure 15(a) shows this for k even and the case in which p3 is 

the same point as pi. First, a perturbation is made so that a piece of W u(pi) falls 

below Ws(P3). Call this piece 7 as in the figure. Under iteration, 7 follows the fate of 

W u (P2) so that it ends up near the tangency z. Figure 15(b) shows that there then 

must be points qi and q2 at which 7 is tangent to the horizontal direction. Now, the 

perturbation can be adjusted so that qi and q2 merge to the same point (see Figure 

15(c)). Careful analysis shows that this point forms a k-th. order tangency with the 

horizontal direction. A small perturbation pushes this tangency up so that it is a 

tangency with Ws(pi). A similar picture holds for k odd.
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z W3(pi) z W3(pi)

(b) wu (p2) Wu(P2) (c)
92

Figure 15. Creating higher order tangencies for pi = pz and even k.

We are now ready to describe how to prove the claim. The original {k +  l)-floor 

tower has been perturbed into a fc-floor quadratic tower. Using the above result 

inductively, one may “push” Wu(pi) down the unstable manifolds of the periodic 

. points so that W u (pi) has a (A; — l)-st order tangency with W s (pk)- Then, once again 

applying the result with pi playing the role of the first and last periodic point, W u(Pi) 

can be perturbed to have a k-th. order tangency with W s(pi). This completes our 

outline of Kaloshin’s technique.

R em ark  4.11: Though it is only necessary to form a (r +  l)-floor tower in order to 

create a r-th  order tangency, one can use a Axfioor tower for any A; > r  to form such 

a tangency. It will be convenient in Chapter 7 to choose k quite large.

R em ark  4.12: The branches of the stable and unstable manifold which exhibit this 

new tangency are not those from the original fixed point, but rather from a new 

periodic point near the original fixed point. So once again, we replace some iterate
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of F  by .F1 to make this new periodic point a fixed point, and refer to this point as p. 

We again refer to its eigenvalues as 0 < cr < I < p, its Cr-Iinearized neighborhood as

U, and q =  (1,0),q = (0 ,1) £ ?7 so that F n (q) = <?.

Perturbations Involving the Unstable Manifold

We now turn to the business of Cr-perturbing F n . We will only modify F n on

V. In fact we will only modify the yr+1 term in the normal form above. That is, we 

are modifying a segment of the unstable manifold so that in V , it is no longer the 

graph of yr+1 above the stable manifold, but rather the graph of some new function so 

that we are altering the shape of the unstable manifold itself. The outline of Chapter 

3 describes why this is desired. In this section, we will briefly outline the process 

by which these modifications will be made and hint at the reasons for doing these 

modifications. This outline will be directly followed by a section which will provide 

the details of this process and show that this is, in fact, a small perturbation of F, 

though the fact that this perturbation proves Theorem 2 will be shown in Chapter 5.

We wish to make our modifications on the same side of the stable manifold as 

the branch of tangency of the unstable manifold emanates from p. As was noted in 

Remark 4.6, we can Cr-perturb so that the constant C in the normal form is positive. 

This is a matter of convenience when r is even, since in this case, the tangency is 

also a crossing and hence we can make our modifications on either side of the stable 

manifold. It is necessary, however, when r is odd, so that the tangency is same-sided.
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Since we are only modifying the one term in the normal form above, consider 

V — Vrjrl for y € [—5', 5'] = TTy(Vr). Notice that this is the equation for the graph 

of the piece of the unstable manifold, F. We intend to modify this segment of the 

branch of the unstable manifold by making it “wiggle” in a specific way. We will then 

use bump functions to phase out this modification in V.

The modification of y =  yr+l will take place on an interval [0,5] where 5 is chosen 

small enough so that for y G [0,5], yr+1 is also appropriately small. We divide up the 

interval [0,5] into subintervals with disjoint interior. These subintervals are comprised 

of two infinite sequences of intervals Aj and Aj, the placement of which alternates as 

in Figure 16.

O1 . . .  lAi lA i l . . .  1 A21A2 1 A1 1 A1 ^

Figure 16. The interval [0,5]. \

Next, we choose an number a  (small and non-resonant with /i) and, on the axis, 

place a sequence of heights {c/}. This sequence will also be further subdivided as 

will be described below. Along with each a1, we will define an interval on the T/-axis, 

f2j such that a 1 is the top edge of this interval (see Figure 17). Some consideration 

will have to be given to the length of these intervals. The idea of the modification is 

to place scaled “copies” of the graph of either of the two functions, /o and / i  from 

Theorem 2.1 above the Aj intervals. In particular, for even i, define a new function 

that maps Aj to f2j by mapping Aj to the unit interval, I, linearly,, then /  to /  by /o ,
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and then I  to Qi linearly. Similarly, the same is done for / i  with i odd (see Figure 

17). Between the Aj, over the A,, we connect the graph using bump functions as 

can again be seen in Figure 17 where the Qi have been drawn disjoint, though this 

certainly not need be the case.

Figure 17. Placing graphs for i even.

The purpose of placing the functions above these intervals is so that /o and / i  

in some sense are spread out densely throughout the unstable manifold. In order for 

this to be the case, as will be seen in Chapter 5, a few conditions must be placed on 

a. Also, the ratio of the length of Qi to a1 must vary densely in (0,1). Thus, the 

sequence of i’s is actually further subdivided into a sequence depending on m and n, 

where m  denotes what ratio is being used and n denotes the nth occurrence of that 

particular ratio.
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In order for the above to be a small (^-perturbation, we must only do these 

modifications for i greater than some N0. Lastly, we use this modification along with 

a bump function to modify the normal form above. These steps will now be carried 

out in detail.

Details of the Perturbation

Before we begin, we prove the following lemma which will be useful later in

guaranteeing our perturbations are small.

Lemma 4.13. For /  : I/ C R —>• E. with | | / | |r  < 00• Lot e > 0, and ai, 6% be 

sequences such that n*, > 0 and —> 0 as i oo. Then there exists N  such that

i>  N  implies that the Cr-norm of Oi J hi) is less than e.

P roof. Let JT < oo be the Cr-Uorm of f . But Zai î (i) =  a,if {t / bi) has d f BilSj {t ) —

■ffid1*f(t/bi) for Jfe > I. Thus, let N  be such that \bi\ and

. av <
W

-S -
(biY

are both less than 

< e/K . □e /K  for all i > AT. Then for each k,

First, we recall the notion of a bump function. Let f  (t) =  e-1/* for t > O and

f
f( t)  =  O for t <  0. Then /  is C00 and positive for t > 0. Let (p(t) =  ^  +  _  t) '

Then tp is.C00 such that <p(0) =  0 for t < 0, p'{t) > 0 for 0 < t  < I, and y(t) =  I for

i > I. The graph of is shown in Figure 18. We will refer to ai<p(t/bi) as (*)• 

We introduce a function 1F(S) =  ip(l +  |)<p(l — | )  on [—C>C] C Tra(Vr). Then 1F 

is C°° and 1F(O) =  I, 1F(S) =  0 for S > (  or S < - ( .  Also * '( t )  >  0 for - (  <  S  <  0

an d  W'(t) <  0 for 0 <  S  <  ( .  L et M  =  m a x  ( I ^ 1F (S )I ) . See F igure 19.
£eT-C.C]
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I --- I

O I

Figure 18. The graph of ip(t). Figure 19. The graph of 1F(x),.

Let e > 0. Choose a < £  and <5 < I so that:

(i) is irrational, and

\

(ii) pr+1 is less than qr+2M 2 on [—5,5] in the Cr-Uorm. (Later we will use the fact 

that JrTSjify < 2F since M  > I.)

We divide the interval [0,5] into subintervals in the following way. Let u  =  

I  — t fa  and Wi =  These quantities are both positive since a < ^ .

Let A1 =  [5 — wi,S\ and A1 =  [5 — 2wi,S — W1]. In general, for z > I, we let

We intend to place “copies” of /o and f i  from Theorem 2.1 over the Aj varying 

the ratios of the domain and ranges of these functions for use in Chapter 5. We begin

sequences and {a2£ 1̂ 1. Letting K  = a l ,X = a2, we have the sequences

Aj =  [d+W j-2 wn, 5 -2  En=1I wn] and Aj =  [5-2 En=I wn, 5+Wi - 2  Wn}- 

Then ||Aj|| =  ||Aj|| =  Wj and since 2{/ot < 1 ,

by considering the sequence for a  as above. We divide this sequence into two
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and {if But, for each •£, there exists n G N, m G N  =  NU{0} such that

I  =  2m(2n — I). We can then rewrite the sequences above as (A2m̂2n-1)}neNjmeN =  

{ A -2“ (A2” +‘ )” } neN,meN and { ^ ( 2. - 1) ^ ^  =  { i r A - 2“ (A2” +‘ )” }„ eN,msN, re-

t > 2m+1
spectively, comprising the original sequence We note that - ■ is irra

tional. These representations of {o;2}?^ will be used in Chapter 5. For now, it is 

only.necessary to note that for each i, we can uniquely determine £, m  and n. In 

particular, I  — i/2  if i is even, and I  =  (z +  l) /2  if i is odd. But I  uniquely factors 

into 2m(2n — I). Thus, m  and n  are determined once a choice of i is made.

Let {vm}m=i be a countably dense collection of numbers in (0,1). For i and m  

as above, let =  [a2 (I -  vm), cl% noting that the dependence on m can be dropped 

since m  depends on i. Let JTj: Ai —» I  by Hi(y) = * and Hi : I  Q iby

Hi(X) =  (QiiZzm)O:+  0-^1 -  zzm). Then, HfiiH =  ZzmQii implies that 0 < IjfiiH < a \  And 

finally, we claim the following lemma:

Lemma 4.14. F or Qi a n d  Wi as above, il^Mi h - 0 <zs z —> oo.

P roof.

2 2'Q !U M
(W i)r "  ( 2 ^ / a ) r i- r Sr 0Jr 2 r i~ TQ t^ 1Sr UJr 2 r i5r u r w o o

< > 0.

Let z G N .be an even number. Then, as above, for some £, m, and n, we have 

i — 21 = 2m+1(2n -  I). We thus define Qi : Agm-n^-i) -> Q2m+1(2n-i) by Qi(H) = 

W2m+I(2n-1) ° /o ° H2m+i(2n-i){y)- We will refer to Qi as y0)i where the 0 is used to 

indicate that we are rescaling / 0 and z is assumed even. Similarly, when z is an odd
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integer, there are I, m, n  with i =  21 -  I =  2m+1(2n -  I) — I. Thus, we define 

Qi : Z^2m+ i(2 n —1)—I ^ 2 m+ 1( 2 n - l ) - l  b y  QiiH) — ^ 2 m+ 1( 2 n - l ) - l  ° A  °  -^ 2 m+ 1( 2 n - l ) - l ( 5 ) ;

and, again, we refer to ^  as 5i,i and assume i  is odd.

Together B I  0 and d kg (Qti) =  T ^ z d kJ0 imply that the (T-norm of gQ,i goes
(wi)r {wi)k

to zero as i oo by Lemma 4.13. Let IV1 be such that for all even i  > N t , ^o,Lhas 

C r-UOim  less than f̂y. Similarly, for g ^ ,  we may find N2 such that for all odd i  >  N 2, 

g lti has Cr-Uorm less than Since ||y r+1||r  < on [ ~ \\9o,i(y) ~  yr+1Hr < m

and \\gi,i(y) ~  yr+1\\r < m on ^ i '

Let [ai,bi] s  Ai. We place a C00 bump function, fa, between Ai-! and Ai (that

is, on Ai) by fa(y) =  [gi-i(k) -  Now, —  ̂  ̂ ^

- =  IS H  -> O by Lemma 4.14. Then by Lemma 4.13 we can find N3 such
(u;i)r (Wi)I-

that for all i > N3, the Cr-norms H^i- I (6») -  9i{di)](p{y-ai' Hft(Oi)IIn ll[ft(«i)

f t - iA ) ] ^ ( ^ ) l | r  and I Ift(^i) I Ir are each less than ^y. Then ||^ (y ) ||r  < 5m 80 that 

on Ai, \\fa{y) -  yr+1\\r < jj-

Lastly, we may connect the point (hi, a 1) to the point (<S, 5r+1) by T(y) =  [I —

+  ^ ( g i ) ^ + 1, where Ii is the endpoint of Ai . Then, we may find W4 such 

that, for i > W4, a1 < and thus ||T (y )-y r+1||r =  11 [I -  - f +1) I Ir <

2r (I  +  M ) ||^  -  5r+1||r < 2r+1M(||o!i ||r +  ||y r+1||r) < 2r+1MrYtj j2 is less than
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Let N 0 — max{iVi, N2, N3, Ni ]. Then, the function

G(y) =  <

9(o,i) (y),
9(hi)(y)>
M y),
T % (0 ,
yr+1,

for y 6 Aj, for i even, i > N0
for y 6 Aj, for i odd, i > No
for y £ Ni, i > N0
for y G [6V0.
for y G [-5', 0] U [5,5']

is such that \\G (y )-y r+l\\r is less than ^  on [-5', <5#]. The function G is C00-Smooth.

We are now ready to modify F n . Let F n be defined by

O a

& +  a i(2 ,y )
^(x)[G(y) -  P+1] +  yr+1 + B x + H2{x, y)

on V  and let F n =  F n otherwise. Then the Cr-Uorm HFjv- F jvHr =  ||(0, ^ (5 )(G (y)-

Also, we note that on V, we simply have

V

so that the first arc-connected component of the unstable manifold in V  is the graph

of G.

In Chapter 5, we will refer to the segment of the unstable manifold defined by 

F jvX(O) x Ai) as Ti.

R em ark  4.15: We note that we have modified not F jv, but rather some further 

iterate of F jv. In particular, we have modified F pqn, where P  is the period of our 

original saddle p; Q is the period of our new periodic point using Kaloshin’s technique 

as described in that section of this chapter above; and N  is the iterate that maps V  

to V. However, we can adjust the size of V  and V  so that (F j (Lr) are disjoint. 

Then, F jv above can be written so that it truly is a Cr-perturbation of F.
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CHAPTERS.

SUBCONTINUA OF THE CLOSURE OF THE UNSTABLE 
MANIFOLD FOR A PERTURBED SYSTEM

In this chapter we prove Theorem 2 of the introduction. Specifically, we show the 

Cr-diffeomorphism, F, obtained in Chapter 4 has the property that homeomorphic 

copies of all chainable continua exist in every relatively open set in the closure of a 

branch of the unstable manifold of a saddle periodic point of this diffeomorphism. 

We continue using the notation and conventions of Chapter 4.

Let W  be any open set in M  such that W  Q Cl(W+(p)) ^  0. Then there exists a 

small enough % > O and an interval [a0, &o] C [0,1] such that F N°([0, rjo] x [a0,60]) C W  

for some N0. We shall denote [0,770] x [a0,60] by Wq.
r . ■

Let A be a chainable continuum. Then, letting {/0, /1} be the collection given 

in Theorem 2.1 and used in Chapter 4, X  is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of 

where each Ji G {/0,/1}. In other words, for all i, fi is either / 0 or Z1. We 

intend to find a homeomorphic copy of X  m Wof)Cl(W%(p)).

We will recursively define intervals [o,, 6%] and maps g i: [o%, h] -4 [oi-i,6j-i] such 

that the inverse limit of {[&%, 6%],^} is homeomorphic to the inverse limit of {/, fi}- 

We will then show that the inverse limit of {[uj, h],9i} is embedded into closure of 

the unstable manifold. To this end, we will need the following lemma which allows 

us to place the [aj, &,] densely in [0,1] under iterates of jit.
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Lemma 5.1. {Lemma 2.4 in [BDJ) Suppose that xn 6 R+ and -4- a with 

O < cr < I. Suppose further that p  > I is such that is irrational. Then the set 

■ S  = *5 dense in R+.

P roof. We proceed as in [BD]. The set S  is dense in R+ if and only if IogS1 =  

{mlogyu +  logrrn}mjneN is dense in R, which holds if and only if ^  IogS =  {m +  

^r}m ,n6N  is dense in R. Write xn as cncrn. Since -4 a, -4 I, and logcn+1 -  

' log cn -4 0.

Mow m +  =  m +  n g j  +  Since g g  is irrational, /(a;) =  ^ +  g f  is

the lift of an irrational rotation of the circle, and {m +  n |^j}m,neN is dense in R. In 

fact, given e > 0, there is AT such that {m  +  ^ ^ L}fc<n<it+iv,meN is e/2-dense in R for 

each & E N. If A: is large enough so that varies by less that e/2 as n varies from 

k t o k  + N , then {m  +  }A:<n<fc+JV,TOGN is e-dense in R. Thus log S is

e-dense in R for every e > 0 and S is dense in R+. □

Turning back to our inductive definitions^ suppose [&*, bi\, y, : [a,, 6,] -4  [ai-i, 6i-i], 

hi, Ni and % have been chosen for 0 < z < j  so that

(i) hi : [ai, h] -4  /  is the linear stretching fn(y) = ,

(ii) \h^i o gi{y) -  fi ohi(y)\ < a  for y € [a*, h] and

(iii) F^Q O ,^] x [aj,&i]) C [0,?7i_i] x

We need to define [aj+i, 6j+i], 5j+i, /ij+i, A/'+i an^ Vj+i 80 that the above conditions

hold for i = j  + 1.
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Without loss of generality, we may assume fj+i — fo- In this chapter, we will use 

many conventions from Chapter 4; in particular, we refer the reader to the definitions 

of Ai, 5, A, Fi, Hi, Hi, and vm of the last section of that chapter. We begin by 

recalling that {vm}m=x is dense in (0,1). Choose a subsequence {^m2L eN from our 

collection above so that bjVmz -> {bj -  CLj ) from below as z  ->• oo. We relabel {vmz} 

simply {z/m} in order to avoid excessive use of indices. Then, for each m, there exist 

sequences of {nk} and a {lk} such that /rZfcA""2m(A2m+1)n* -> bj from below as fe oo 

by Lemma 5.1, where A and n  are as in Chapter 4. These sequences can also be 

chosen so that ^A""2m(A2m+1)nfc -  > CLj (since approaches its limit from

below) and so that oli5 < %.

- -  Oj

Figure 20. Defining maps into [%, bj].
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We will now define .intervals [a*, bk] C  [0,1] and maps c/k : [%, h] —> [ô , 6j] which 

will be candidates for [a^+i, bj+i] and gj+i, respectively. For each k, let [ah, bk] be such 

that there is an integer rk for which //* [a,k, &*] =  A2m+i(2nfc_i) as defined in Chapter 

4. Therefore, F t* {{0} x [ofc,6fc]) =  F2m̂ 2njt-I) =  ^ ( { 0 }  x A2m+i(2nfc_i)), where 

tk = rk + N . We then define hk : [afc> Sfc] /  by the linear stretching Afc(y) =

We now define our candidate maps gfc on [ak, bk] by gk(y) =. I-Ilk Oiry o F  k ((0, y)). By 

the construction of Fj in Chapter 4, this implies that ^fc(y) =  ° fo ° kx),

where i — (2nfc I). Let \zmjnk, zm>nk\ = A2m+i(2nfc—i).

R em ark  5.2: The range of ^fc, namely

S W ( ^ - I )  =  Lt,“ A-2"(A2”+> ( l  -  . U  A-2’ (A2- t l CT,

'is in [a„6j], since p‘«A-2-(A2 -t,)”‘ < 6 j and ^ A - ^ tA 2""11)"*!! -  >

j j k \ - im( \ 2m+1)nk -  bjUm > Cij . Therefore, yfc : [afc,6fc] ->■ and furthermore we

claim the following two lemmas.

Lemma 5.3. For all y e  I , Iim Iim \hj o y,lkHi{y) -  y| =  0.
m - * O Q  A?->09

P roof.

Iftj  O S kBi(V) -  »1 =  |/ij(V ‘ A -2” (A2mtl)’“ i'„ i/ +  ii“ A -2 - (A2 - t l )’“ ( l  -  Vm ) )  -  y\ 

=  IJ,lll\~2m(\2m+lr kVmy +  /Jifc A~2- (A2mtl )refc (I  — vm) — Clj ..
bj -  Oj

bjVmy +  bj{l ~ zyTn) -  aj------ >■
fc—J-OO bj -  a

JT I v? I =  0.------ )■
m—>00

, ybj -  Oj

□
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Lemma 5.4. Iim Iim \hj o gk(y) -  f Qo hk(y)\ =  0.m—i-oo k—too

P roof. We first note that

^  =  k M .
zm,nk ~ Zm,nk (Sk h  — /Irk ak bk -  0,k

Then for y G [ak, bk\,

Iim Iim \hj o gk(y) -  /o °
m-^co k-ioo

Iim Iim \hj o o / 0 o p (y )  ~ fo °  hk(y)\ — 0,
m->oo An-oo

by Lemma 5.3. u

Thus, let ej+i > 0 be as in Lemma 2.4 so that it depends on only fa, gi and hi 

for I < i < j  and Zio. We can choose rrij and a kj so that the following diagram

Cj+i-commutes:

I  <-

hj

I

hf
[aj, bj]

We define [oj+i,bj+i\ =  [akj,bkj], Zij+i =  hkj and %+i. =  Qkj - Then condition (%%) of

our induction hypothesis is met by Lemma 5.4.

Let Kj+i be as in Lemma 2.3 (that is, it depends only on the previously, defined 

maps). Letting Nj+i — tkj +  Ikj , we take small enough so that:

(*) FNi+1{[0,r}j+i] x K-+1 . M )  C [0, rjj] x [oj,6j],

(**) \FNj+1(x,y) -  F Ni+1{0,y)\ < p + i for all (rr,y) e [0,'%+i] x [aj+i, bj+i} and 

(***) \FNl+- +Nj+1{ x ,y ) -F Nl+- +Ni+1(0,y)\ < for all (x, y) e[0,r}j+i]x[aj+1,bj+i\.
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We note that all of the above arguments follow from the continuity of F  and thus 

condition (hi) of our induction hypothesis is met by condition (*). Conditions (**) 

and (* * *) will guarantee that the continuum X  can be embedded in the closure of 

the unstable manifold.

Therefore, we have inductively constructed intervals [o*, h] and maps gi : &*] —>

[04-1,64-1], such that, for each i, |hj_i^(y) -  fihi(y)\ < ^  for all n > i  By Lemma 

'2.4, the inverse limit space of {[a,, 6,], gi\ is homeomorphic to the inverse limit space 

of {/, Zi}, which is in turn homeomorphic to the continuum X .

We will how show that the continuum X  is embedded in W  f) C l(W ^p)). Let 

Wi =  [0,774] x [ 0 4 , 6 4 ]  and Gi = F Ni\Wi : Wi -> Wi-I. Then, the n-th square of the 

following diagram r}n commutes:

W0 <-----  Wi i-----  ••• i-----  Wn_i a-----  Wn i-----  •••
Gi G n

' T
2*0 ii 2ji —I

[oq, 60] <------  [o i,.6 i] i ------  — <------  [an_ i , 6 n _ i]  i  [ a n ,6 n] <
91 3 n

It then follows, from Lemma 2.3 that 1 embeds the inverse limit space of {[04,64]., gi} 

into that of {Wi,Gi}. Furthermore, since Gn is itself an embedding for each n, the 

inverse limit space of [Wi, Gi) is homeomorphic with DneN^i 0 ••• 0 Gn{Wn) C W0. 

Also, the Hausdorff distance (see Definition 7.1) between G\ 0 ... 0 Gn(Wn) and 

Gi 0 ... 0 Gn({0} x [on, 6n]) goes to O as n co (by condition (***) above) and 

{0} x [on, 6n] C W?(p) together imply DneN 0 -  0 Gn(Wn) C Cl(W+{p)). Thus, 

F jvo(Hn6N G1 0 0 Gn(Wn)) C V  Ci Cl(W^iP)) contains a homeomorphic copy of X .
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CHAPTER 6

PROOF OF THE MAIN RESULT

We now push the construction of Theorem 2 further in order to prove the main 

result of this dissertation, Theorem I. We note that for a C^diffeomorphism this is 

not necessary as the perturbation to a new periodic point done in Chapter 4 need 

not be performed since p already displays a C1-tangency by assumption and, so, the 

conclusion of Theorem I is already met without the condition of local dissipation 

at p being used. For higher order diffeomorphisms with periodic point p exhibiting 

homoclinic tangency, we begin by performing the perturbations of Theorem 2 to 

obtain a new diffeomorphism Fi with periodic point pi in a neighborhood Vi of 

q such that the closure of a branch of the unstable manifold of pi is everywhere 

locally C-universal. Here, q is as in Chapter 4, a point of tangency in the linearized 

neighborhood U ofp.

By the construction of this pi, however, the perturbations involved are bounded 

away from q. We choose a neighborhood Uj of g such that F  and Fi do not differ on the 

preimage of V2 and Cl{W^(pi)) HV2 = 0. We therefore take this hew diffeomorphism 

Fi and use the same construction to obtain a new diffeomorphism F2 with periodic 

point p2 such that the closure of a branch of its unstable manifold is everywhere locally 

C-universal as in Figure 21. We may choose p2 close enough to q so that Cl(W+(p2))
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is in V2. We may continue this process, forming a new diffeomorphism, F, with a . 

sequence of periodic points and everywhere locally C-universal sets {C'/(W"(pi))}“ 1.

dz--
C 2 - -

WHp1)

Figure 21. Construction of W“(pi) and W u(P2).

By construction, each of these Cl(W u(pi)) is formed using a (r +  l)-floor tower 

constructed using the boxes Tn each centered at the point (I, p~n). Thus for each 

i, the interval [q , di\ =  7ry(Cl(Wu(pi))) is approximately p“n(l -  p-(r+1)) in length 

after perturbation. In particular, d, — Q >  di(l — which implies > Ci.

Thus, suppose W  is an open set in E2 such that W  D C7(W“(p)) ^  0. Let 

S  =  [0,7] x [a,b] be such that Fj (S) C W . Then, we claim for any i large enough, 

there exists a J  such that F j (Cl(Wu(pi))) D Uit(S) ^  0. To see this, let k be the 

largest integer such that pTka > d,. Then > pT1̂  > Ci, but di >

by choice of A; so that [0,6]n,[cj, di] ^  0. The claim has thus been shown with J  =  k+1 

and i large enough so that aJq < 7. This means Fj+J(Cl(Wu(pi))) n  W ^  0.
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To complete the proof, we use the following well known fact often called the A- 

lemma or inclination lemma (see, for example, [PT], Appendix I, Theorem 2). The 

form stated here more closely fits our setting.

Lemma 6.1. Let F : M  M  be a Ck-diffeomorphism, k > I, with a hyperbolic 

fixed point p. Let Y  C M  be a Ck-Submanifold such that dim(Y) =dim(Wu(p)) 

and Y  has a point of transversal intersection with W s(p), then F n(Y) converges to 

W u(p) in the following sense. For each n, one can choose disks Dn C F n(Y) so that 

Iim Dn = D where D is a disk neighborhood of p in W u(p).
n —>oo

A consequence of this is that Cl(Wf(pi)) C ClfW n(jp)), since W n(p) intersects 

W s(Jpi) transversally for any i. Therefore, W  D Cl(Wf(p)) contains a homeomorphic 

copy of each chainable continuum and Cl(W n(p)) is everywhere locally C-universal.
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CHAPTER 7

APPLICATION: A NON-LOCAL RESULT

In order to prove the non-local result Theorem 3, we must be more careful in our 

construction of the everywhere locally C-universal sets Cl(W^ijpi)) defined in Chapter 

6 above. It was noted in Remark 4.11 that the towers used in the formation of these 

sets could be relatively quite large. Below we will inductively construct Wz+(p^ with 

additional properties to those of Chapter 6 relating to the size of these structures. 

Before proceeding, we give some definitions relating to the distance between continua 

which have been expressed specific to E 2, but are certainly generalizable. For more 

on Hausdorff metrics, see [Na].

D e f in it io n  7.1. If A is a continuum embedded in U C E 2, define:

Ne(A) = {x e l f  : \x -  a\ < eiox some a G A}.

Then, for each pair of continua so embedded, define the Hausdorff metric tq be:

dH(A, B) =  inf{e : A C Ne(B) and B  C Ne(A)}.

Proceeding with the construction, let e* be a sequence of real numbers converging 

to zero. Let F1 and W%(pi) be as in Chapter 6. For convenience, we will denote 

W lip i) by Ai . Let S =  max nx(x,y). Let ji  be large enough so that aJ15 < Ci .
+ '  (a:,y)eAi

Finally, let' [cq, bi] =  tt̂ (Fljl(Ai) Cl U), where U is the linearized neighborhood of p. 

We now inductively construct A;.
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For I < z < m, assume Ai = W+(pi) and Ji have been defined so that:

(i) Crj i S <  €i and

(ii) bj-i] C [oj, k] =  TTy{Fji(Aj) D U).

Let J  be large enough so that aJ5 < em. We must define jm and Am so that 

the second condition of the induction hypothesis holds. To do this, it is necessary to 

understand how Am is formed in Chapter 4. As was. noted in Remark 4.11, one must 

have a (r +  l)-fioor tower in order to perturb to a r-th order tangency, a necessary 

step for r  > I. However, as was also noted, one is not restricted in using a tower of 

exactly (r +  I) floors and can instead use a Axfioor tower structure for any k > r.

Since these towers were formed by using the rectangles Tn, and since each Tn 

is centered at (l,£Tn), this implies that a M oor tower formed using the rectangles 

Tni,..., Tnk is approximately of height /M 1 (I -  juni"nfc). In particular, after perturba

tion the resulting Am can be such that the length of the interval [cm, dm] = Try(Am) can 

be made so that dm - c m > dm{l -  fT 1) for any I by choosing k above appropriately 

large. That is, large I forces cm to be quite small.

Thus, we may choose j m > J  and I large enough so that /J,jmdm > 6m_i and 

[JmCm < AT1Om-I so that the second condition of our hypothesis is met. Then we 

have the following lemma.

Lemma 7.2. Each arc in W"(p) can be approximated by. an arc in A*, for some

i, in the Hausdorff metric.
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P roof. Let (3 be an arc in W™(p). Then there exists an interval, [<z, b] on the 

y-axis in U which is a preimage of /3 with b < bi for b\ as above. Let e > 0. Then, 

there exists an i such that [a, 6] C Try (Pji (Aj) fl U) and Tr3 (Tlji (Aj) DU) C [0, e].

Aj is arc-connected since it is, in actuality, an arc and hence there exits an arc, 

7, in ([0, e] x [a,b]) f ) (.Pi(Aj)) such that 7^(7) =  [a,b\. Since e was arbitrary, the 

forward image of 7 can be made as close to /3 as desired. □

Lastly, we have the following proposition.

P roposition 7.3. For each i and any non-degenerate chainable continuum X ,  

any arc in Aj can be approximated by a continuum in CZ(Aj) homeomorphic to X  in 

the sense of the Hausdorff metric.

P roof. We will be working in Lj, the linearized neighborhood around Pj, and 

refering to the construction of Chapter 5. Let /3 be an arc in Aj and AT be a non

degenerate chainable continuum. Then, there exists an interval [0, b] C [0,1] on the 

y-axis in Lj which is the preimage of (3. In Chapter 5, we described a method for 

placing a continuum Y  homeomorphic to X  in ([0, e] x [a, b]) A CZ(Aj) for any e. This 

process utilized the fact that X  could be written as an inverse limit space of 

with bonding maps chosen from {/0, /1}. If these maps were onto, then we would be 

done, as Y  would stretch the length of the interval [a,b]. Unfortunately, this is not 

the case. Therefore we must choose a larger interval [c, d] containing [a, b] and use 

the same process to place a homeomorphic copy of X  in ([0, e] x [c,d]) A CZ(Aj) so 

that its projection to the y-axis is approximately [a, 6].
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In order to achieve such an interval, first let =  /* ° ... o /„ (/). The 

forms a nested sequence of intervals for each i such that DneN ê n  is itself a non

degenerate interval for large enough i. To see this, suppose that for all M  there exits 

an i > Af such that this intersection is just a point. Then, the inverse limit space 

itself would be just a point and, hence, degenerate. Thus, choose M  large enough so 

that the above intersection is an interval for all i > M. Let [a, b] =  HneN ^M,n-

We rewrite the continuum X  as the inverse limit of This can be done

since clearly and (J7)-T1 are cofinal and hence homeomorphic (see Corollary

1.7.1 in [I]).

Then, for any interval [c, d] as ,above, the interval [o, b] = Try(Y) is such that its 

placement in [c, d] is approximately the same as the placement of [d,b] in I. Specifi

cally, the ratios ^  and ^  can be made as close to d and 6, respectively, as desired. 

Thus, choose an interval [c, d] so that [a, b\ is close enough to [a, b] for it to be th e . 

case that every point in (0) x [a, b] is within e of Y and vice-versa. □

Together Proposition 7.3 and Lemma 7.2 along with the fact that Cl(Ai) C 

Cl(W+(p)) imply Theorem 3. Thus, the continua in the Cl(W+(p)) are quite large 

and hence this closure can be thought of as globally topologically complex as well as

locally.
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